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SUBJECT CENTRE MANAGEMENT GROUP
MEETING ON THURSDAY 21 SEPTEMBER 2000 AT 10.30AM
UNIVERSITY OF HULL

Present
Prof Michael Kelly (Chair and Director of Subject Centre), Janet Bartle (Academic Coordinator, C&IT), Prof Graham Chesters (Director C&IT Centre), Alison Dickens (Academic Coordinator Linguistics and Area Studies), Dawn Ebbrell (CILT Higher Education Information Officer), Linda Parker (Head of Information Services, CILT), Vicky Wright (Academic Coordinator, Language), June Thompson (Manager, C&IT Centre, Hull), Liz Ashurst (Centre Manager and Minutes Secretary)

1.	Minutes of the last meeting
These were accepted as being a true record of the last meeting.

2.	Progress reports from Southampton, Hull and CILT Centres
Southampton
MHK reported that the Specialist Groups for Linguistics and Area studies had met and that the Languages Specialist group would be meeting in October.  It was agreed that the role of the Specialist Groups would be to advise but that activities themselves would be driven from the Subject Centre.  It was confirmed that the terms of reference of the Advisory Board explained that its role was also advisory but that it acted as a forum to which the Subject Centre was accountable.

MHK also reported that the briefing for Sir Brian Fender at the end of July had been well received by the LTSN and had enabled the Subject Centre to move forward with the e-languages project.  At present it was being considered by a representative of the DfEE and the French and German Ambassadors but that HEFCE were very keen on the proposal.

MHK outlined the projects proposed by the UCML in the light of the Nuffield Enquiry.  One such project, led by Hilary Footit, would provide an outreach from Universities to secondary schools and would therefore enhance cooperation between HE and FE.  It was envisaged that the Subject Centre would ultimately manage such a project.  It was noted that surveys of provision for language teaching had been carried out by the LNTO and it was agreed that this might be a useful resource for the UCML project.

MHK stated that he was on the steering committee of a TNP project, which was looking into curriculum development. It was hoped that the Subject centre would be involved in this although little funding was available.

VW reported that she had attended a Lingua 1 workshop in Uppsala to discuss possible projects for raising the profile of language learning in Europe.  The focus of the project with which she was involved aimed to encourage members of language clubs across Europe to work with similar clubs in other countries.  It had been proposed that training would be provided from a member of each language club to enable them to act as language advisers.  The first submission of the project was due at the end of October.  

It was noted that the Subject Centre had contacts with the benchmarking committees for Languages, Linguistics and Area studies. It was reported that the benchmarking committees would be holding open meetings after the first draft of the benchmarking statements had been produced and it was proposed that the Subject Centre act as co-sponsor of such meetings.  The UCML half-day plenary in December would be devoted to benchmarking.

It was reported that Nuffield were keen to sustain momentum created by the publication of the Inquiry and that a residual group was continuing to meet.  It had been proposed that a group, acting as a think tank, would be convened who would commission reports and feed into public debate.  The role of the think tank would be more policy orientated but it was felt that the Subject Centre should be closely involved in this.

CILT
DE had been working with EJA to prepare for the launch.  The resources library was being prepared for the launch on 26 September though the library had been open since the end of August.  DE had edited a HE bulletin, which had been issued at the beginning of September.  She had received the outputs of all those FDTL projects whose materials were ready.  There had been some discussion with the head of teaching materials as to what could be provided for Area Studies.

It was noted that all HE enquiries were logged at CILT.  It was decided that DE/LP would liaise with Kate Greengrass so that they were aware of developments in the UCML executive. 
Action: DE/LP

LP reported that Netword, a Comenius Centre in Leicester based in an Adult Education centre there had been opened and that they would welcome information on the Subject centre.
									Action: EJA

Hull
It was reported that the clerical assistant for the C&IT centre was now in post.  A presentation on the Subject Centre had been made by GC and JT at Eurocall in Dundee.  GC stated that World call was looking for a venue for the 2003 conference.  Although Helsinki or Essen were both possible venues, GC had mentioned the possibility of it being hosted in Hull by the Subject Centre.

It was suggested that the Subject centre might consider bidding to the LTSN for a fund to provide money for practising teachers to undertake pedagogic research.  It was also proposed that the Subject Centre should strengthen its links with the Research Advisory Group coordinated by DE.  It was possible that research seminars could be hosted by each of the three sites of the Subject Centre.  It was generally agreed that support for research into learning and teaching should be strengthened.
 
3.	Review of Strategy document and operating statement 
EJA reported that the LTSN had requested that the strategic and operational plans be developed so that they represented outcome based planning.  It was generally agreed that although, it was desirable to produce outcome-based plans, measuring outcomes was difficult. It was felt that the evaluator would have a key role in advising on measuring outcomes.

4.	Budgets for 2000-2001
It was generally agreed that it would be difficult to carry out all activity outlined in the operating statement on the budget allocated by the LTSN and that it would be important to find extra income streams.  There was some discussion as to whether there should be a charge for workshop attendance to cover the cost of lunch.  It was agreed that this would be considered further outside the meeting and a decision would be made for this academic year, which would be reviewed in June.

5.	Evaluation
The report was commended by those present.  The points for consideration at the end of the report were discussed.  Although it was agreed that there was now more certainty about roles and responsibilities, these would have to be constantly reviewed in such a dynamic operation.  It was agreed that all forms of communication were effective in different situations but that it was important to schedule meetings.  It was suggested that the Directors might have 3 way conference calls if meetings were not possible.  The possibility of a stronger line management presence in Hull was noted.

6.	Website
The discussion document written by MHK and EJA’s list of required updates for the website were discussed.  It was agreed that measures to ensure continuity of service were vital but that an external consultant should not be appointed immediately.  It was agreed that JB/FR would consult the Technology Centre at LTSN and send a message to the LTSN mailbase to establish what measures other Subject centres were taking to provide a back-up service for the website.
								Action:JB/FR

DE agreed to provide information about the CiLT information centre to be posted onto the website
								Action DE

It was agreed that the Hull team would meet to discuss the issues raised by MHK’s documents and to consider the list of website tasks.  It was proposed that an internet adviser evaluate the website in the New Year. 
Action: Hull team

7.	FDTL Websites
The discussion paper written by MHK was discussed.  It was agreed that , while the projects were still running, their websites would continue to be self-standing with a link from the Subject Centre website.  If a project wished their website to be integrated into the Subject Centre website, it was agreed that a letter of agreement would be signed by both parties to enable the Subject centre to update the material as appropriate.  It was agreed that the letter of agreement should be common to all projects.
								Action: EJA
The proposal to employ Artie Vossel-Newman to work on the integration of the Rapport website into the Subject Centre website was approved and it was suggested that the Subject Centre should bid to the LTSN to enable it to provide match funding to other projects who wanted to work closely with the Subject Centre in the same way.

8.	Launch 26 September 2000
The arrangements for the launch presented in EJA's document were approved.  It was agreed that the meeting with the Director should be informal and that photographs should be taken of the event which could be posted on the Subject centre website.

9.	Roadshow
The paper produced by MHK and EJA was discussed.  It was agreed that the venues proposed would provide a reasonable spread and that, although London had been omitted, this would be the venue for other Subject Centre activities.  It was hoped that Saturdays could be avoided by scheduling events outside semester dates.  It was suggested that the Subject Centre should apply for EYL sponsorship of the events.  LP would send details to EJA about this.
								Action: LP/EJA

It was suggested that EJA would elicit ideas from the Subject Centre mailbase for the launch events so that a programme could be shaped in the next few weeks.
								Action: EJA

10.	Intellectual property rights
EJA’s document was discussed.  It was proposed that the Subject Centre should try to obtain full copyright for materials wherever possible.  It was suggested that the copyright statement on SC materials should not explicitly mention Hull or CiLT so that the consortium  would own all materials as defined by letters of agreement between the Directors of the centres.  LP stated that she had been advised that putting TM after the Subject Centre logo was to be recommended.

11.	HECALL
JT gave further details about HECALL having spoken to Deirdre Hetherington at Eurocall.  She stated that HECALL was a one-year project, which was focusing particularly on special needs and business.  Deirdre Hetherington is keen to collaborate with the Subject centre.  It was agreed that she could make a useful contribution to the FDTL coordinating group and that she could be involved in the planning of the Northern Ireland roadshow event.  It was agreed that JB would make initial contact with her to discuss ways in which HECALL and the Subject Centre could work together.

12.	Humbul
JT explained that Humbul were looking for contributors to identify, evaluate and catalogue online resources.  She proposed that this might be discussed with the Specialist Groups.  JT agreed to provide further information, which could be presented to the Specialist Groups.
							Action: JT
It was noted that the activities of Humbul would be considered when the Academic coordinators discussed the development of the resources pages of the website as there is concern from Humbul that there will be some duplication of effort.

13.	AOB
No items were taken under AOB.

14.	Dates of future meetings
Wednesday 15 November, CILT (time to be confirmed)
Tuesday 6 February, CILT (time to be confirmed)
Monday 7 May, Southampton (time to be confirmed)



